TESTING COMPONENT UNIT, ARRAY SUBSTRATE, DISPLAY PANEL, DISPLAY DEVICE, AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING ARRAY SUBSTRATE

The present disclosure provides a test element unit, an array substrate, a display panel, a display apparatus and a method of manufacturing an array substrate. The test element unit includes: a plurality of layers of test patterns, each layer of test pattern including at least one test block and at least one capacitor being formed between test blocks located in different layers, and, two electrodes of each of capacitors being two test blocks located in different layers, respectively, so that it can determined whether or not corresponding components and devices formed in the display region meet requirements by detecting the test patterns formed in the test region.

Fig. 1
Description

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

[0001] Embodiments of the present disclosure generally relate to the field of display technology, and particularly to a test element unit, an array substrate, a display panel, a display apparatus and a method of manufacturing an array substrate.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Nowadays, people have much higher demands on high resolution display. Higher resolution of a display means that the number of pixels in a display panel of the display is greater, and the greater number of pixels has more demands on process capability of manufacturing the display panel; as a result, requirements on timeliness of detection to the process capability also need to be improved.

[0003] Existing detection technology generally requires a number of test element units to be designed in different layers, and then performs a test of a single function in single layer. Accordingly, when a process of manufacturing a subsequent layer is performed, the existing detection technology cannot implement a real-time detection if it is found that the process is abnormal.

[0004] Especially, a number of photo masks and complicated processes are required for a device with a top gate structure using low-temperature polysilicon technology (LTPS) and the like, which will cause a great waste of production cost and time on products if any defect occurred in production process is not reflected immediately.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of the above, an object of the present disclosure is to provide a real-time test element unit or test element group (TEG), by which process parameters of existing equipment and process in a multi-layer process can be real-time monitored and determined, and the process parameters can be adjusted promptly based on a result of the detection, thereby enhancing process stability, improving process performance and reducing the risk of poor process and the waste caused by the poor process.

[0006] Another object of the present disclosure is to provide a real-time test element unit, by which different inter-layered capacitors can be real-time monitored.

[0007] Yet another object of the present disclosure is to provide a real-time test element unit, which can perform at least one of the tests on overlapping characteristic, process capability, capacitances, and lengths of different channels of thin film transistor devices, or can combine at least two of the tests together and complete the above tests using a same one real-time test element unit, so as to reduce cost of the tests.

[0008] A further object of the present disclosure is to provide a method of manufacturing the substrate, which reduces production cost.

[0009] In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided a test element unit, comprising: a plurality of layers of test patterns, each layer of test patterns comprising at least one test block, at least one capacitor being formed between test blocks located in different layers, two electrodes of each capacitor being two test blocks located in different layers, respectively.

[0010] In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided an array substrate having a display region and a non-display region and comprising: at least one said test element unit described in the present disclosure and disposed within the non-display region, and a plurality of data lines, a plurality of gate lines, a plurality of thin film transistors, a plurality of pixel electrodes disposed within the display region.

[0011] In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided a method of manufacturing the array substrate having a display region and a non-display region, the method comprising: forming a plurality of layers of display patterns within the display region, while forming the test element unit described in the present disclosure within the non-display region; and, measuring at least one of a size of the test pattern and a spacing between the test patterns, a capacitance of the capacitor, and a length of a channel of a transistor formed of a test line formed of a metal layer and a spacer layer of the test patterns.

[0012] In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided a display panel comprising the array substrate described according to the present disclosure.

[0013] In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided a display apparatus comprising the display panel described according to the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Fig. 1 is a structural schematic view in which depositions of a buffer layer and an active layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 2 is a schematic view in which exposures and developments of the buffer layer and the active layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view in which etching and stripping of the active layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present discl-
Fig. 4 is a structural schematic view in which deposition of a gate insulation layer has been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view in which deposition of a gate metal layer has been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 6 is a schematic view in which exposure and development of the gate metal layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view in which etching and stripping of the gate metal layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view in which deposition of an internal dielectric layer has been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 9 is a schematic view in which exposure and development of the internal dielectric layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 10 is a schematic view in which etching and stripping of the internal dielectric layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 11 is a schematic view in which deposition of a source-drain metal layer has been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 12 is a schematic view in which exposure and development of the source-drain metal layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 13 is a schematic view in which etching and stripping of the source-drain metal layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 14 is a schematic view in which deposition of a planarization layer has been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Figs. 15a-b are schematic views showing exposure of the planarization layer, and in which exposure and development of the planarization layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 16 is a schematic view in which deposition of a pixel electrode layer has been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 17 is a schematic view in which exposure and development of the pixel electrode layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; Fig. 18 is a schematic view in which etching and stripping of the pixel electrode layer have been completed, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and Fig. 19 is a top view showing patterns of a test element unit according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, when all the processes have been completed; and Fig. 20 is a top view showing patterns of a test element unit according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, when all the processes have been completed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0015] In order to provide a more clear understanding of objects, technique solutions and advantages of the present disclosure, the present disclosure will be further described in detail hereinafter in conjunction with specific embodiments and with reference to the attached drawings.

[0016] Further, in the following detailed description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the embodiments of the present disclosure. It will be apparent, however, that one or more embodiments may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are schematically shown in order to simplify the drawing.

[0017] According to one embodiment of the present disclosure, there is provided a real-time test element unit or test element group (TEG), comprising: a plurality of layers of test patterns, each layer of test patterns comprising at least one test block, at least one capacitor being formed between test blocks located in different layers. The test element unit may be formed within a test region or a non-display region of display device, and may be manufactured under the same process conditions as those for components within the display region of the display device.

[0018] In one embodiment of the present disclosure, the each layer of test pattern may further comprise a plurality of test lines, and, widths of the plurality of test lines are different from one another and the plurality of test lines are separated from one another. Some of the test blocks are connected to one or more corresponding test lines.

[0019] Fig. 19 is a top view showing a test element unit according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. A test pattern in a lower layer may be made of a metal material or polysilicon, and a test pattern in an upper layer may also be made of a metal material. "Upper layer" and "lower layer" mentioned herein do not indicate any specific layers, but are used to distinguish two different layers, and, the upper layer is located above the lower layer in terms of space orientation. For example, test blocks 500 and 700 are located in an upper layer above the test block 300, while test block 500 is located in an upper layer above the test block 500. In addition, Fig. 19 is also a schematic view schematically showing relative positional relationship among components in these layers of the test element unit which will be described herein,
As shown in the Figure, on a semiconductor substrate 100, the test element unit comprises a plurality of test blocks 300, 500, 700 located in different layers, and a plurality of test line 102', 300', 400', 500', 600', 700' located in different layers. It should be understood that, for those skilled in the art, blocks and lines described herein may be in common shapes, for example, they may be in a quadrangular shape or also may be in a square shape, or else may be in other polygonal shape. The blocks described in these embodiments of the present disclosure are in a square shape, which mainly facilitates to calculate resistance performances of materials or devices. The lines described in these embodiments of the present disclosure are in a strip shape. Shapes of the test lines and the test blocks may preferably be the same as or similar to those of corresponding elements within the non-display region of the substrate.

In can be seen that, the test blocks located in a same layer may include a plurality of test blocks with different sizes, and the test lines located in a same layer may include a plurality of test lines with different sizes. For example, as shown in Fig. 19, a metal layer for formations of a source electrode and a drain electrode is provided with a plurality of test blocks with two different sizes (for example, test block 500), meanwhile, it may also be provided with a plurality of test lines with different sizes (for example, test line 500'). It should be understood that, a greater number of test blocks with different sizes or test lines with different sizes may be provided in accordance with specific requirement, for example, there may be a plurality of test blocks or test lines, with three, four, five or more different sizes, and, this is decided in accordance with sizes of elements in the display region. Provisions of test blocks with different sizes and test lines with different sizes can determine process conditions of all the blocks and lines with different parameters located in a same layer of the substrate. For example, by judging whether or not there is (are) notch(es) in the test blocks and the test lines, it can be determined whether or not there is (are) notch(es) in devices located in other positions of the same layer, for example, whether or not there is(are) notch(es) in devices located within the display region of a semiconductor substrate. By comparing sizes of the test blocks and sizes of the test lines with predefined sizes, it can be determined that whether or not sizes of the devices formed within the display region and located in the same layer as the test blocks and the test lines meet requirements.

Thus it can be seen, with the test element unit according to embodiments of the present disclosure, defective process positions can be determined, so that targeted adjustments to process conditions, including widths of the devices themselves, widths of the lines, spacing between the devices, and integrity of margins of the device, can be made, thereby it can be determined whether or not these process conditions of the processes such as etchings are suitably adopted.

The test element unit may further comprise a non-closed test frame consisted of the test lines (around the test blocks). For example, as shown in Fig. 19, test lines 400', 500', 600', 700' form test frames 400", 500", 600", 700", respectively. The test frame may be provided such that a projection of the test frame onto another layer surrounds a test block in the another layer; in this way, by judging a spacing between the projection of the test frame and the corresponding test block in the another layer, overlapping relationship or spacing between devices located in different layers within the display region can be determined. For example, a spacing between a projection of the test frame onto another layer (for example, a lower layer) and margins of the corresponding test block in the another layer (for example, the lower layer) along a direction in which the layer extends (namely, along a plane where this Figure is in) can be used to determine an overlapping relationship between a device in a layer where the test frame is and a device in the layer where the test block is, thereby overlapping relationships between the corresponding elements located in different layers within the display region can be determined. Thus it can be seen that, the test element unit according to embodiments of the present disclosure can be used to determine an overlapping relationship between devices located in different layers.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, test patterns in different layers are arranged so that overlapping between test blocks located in different layers can be measured by measuring a spacing between test blocks located in different layers along a direction in which the layers are extended (namely, along a plane where this Figure is). For example, by measuring spacing between projections of the test blocks of different layers in a same plane, overlapping between the test blocks of different layers can be measured, so that overlapping relationships between the corresponding elements located in different layers within the display region can be determined. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 19, a source-drain metal test block 500 is located in a lower layer and a pixel electrode metal test block 700 is located in an upper layer. By measuring a spacing between the source-drain metal test block 500 and the pixel electrode metal test block 700 along a direction in which the layers are extended, overlapping between the source-drain metal test block 500 and the pixel electrode metal test block 700 located in different layers can be measured, so that overlapping between the corresponding source and drain electrode metal elements could be made, thereby it can be determined whether or not these process conditions of the processes such as etchings are suitably adopted.
and the pixel electrode metal elements located in different layers within the display region can be determined. Moreover, for example, by measuring a spacing between projection of the pixel electrode metal test block 700 in the upper layer onto the lower layer where the source-drain metal test block 500 is formed and the source-drain metal test block 500 along the direction in which layers are extended, and then by comparing the measured spacing with a predefined spacing, it can be determined whether or not the process meets requirements, and thereby, process parameters can be adjusted promptly.

[0024] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the plurality of test blocks comprise a gate metal test block 300 formed of a metal layer for formation of a gate, a spacer layer (dielectric layer) test block 400 formed of a spacer layer, a source-drain metal test block 500 formed of a metal layer for formation of a source electrode and a drain electrode, and a pixel electrode metal test block 700 formed of a pixel electrode layer for formation of a pixel electrode, as shown in Fig. 19. The gate metal test block can be formed while forming the metal layer for formation of the gate, the source-drain metal test block can be formed while forming the metal layer for formation of the source and the drain, and the pixel electrode test block can be formed while forming the pixel electrode layer for formation of the pixel electrode. Similarly, the polysilicon test line of the test patterns can be formed while forming the polysilicon layer, the gate metal test line of the test patterns can be formed while forming the metal layer for formation of the gate, the source-drain metal test line can be formed while forming the metal layer for formation of the source electrode and the drain electrode, and the pixel electrode test line can be formed while forming the pixel electrode layer for formation of the pixel electrode.

[0025] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, spacer layers 400 are provided between different layers of test patterns. For example, the spacer layer may be a gate insulation layer or an interlayer insulation layer. The test lines located in different layers may be connected with one another through via-holes and/or other structures (not shown in Figure), the via-holes passing through the spacer layers to connect the test lines in different layers. By measuring the test lines in the same layer, it can be determined whether or not the test lines are in short circuit. By measuring the test lines in different layers, it can be determined whether or not the test lines are in short circuit, or it can be determined whether or not the connections between the test lines and the via-holes meet predefined requirements.

[0026] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, portions of the test lines located in the different layers, for example, the polysilicon test line, the gate metal test line and the source-drain metal test line having different sizes, form a thin-film transistor having a longer channel and a thin-film transistor having a shorter channel (two sizes are shown in Fig. 19, for example, see the two thin-film transistors shown in a lower part of Fig. 19). For example, as shown in Fig. 19, two source-drain metal test lines 500'TFT are respectively located on either side of the polysilicon test line 102'TFT, and the gate test line 300'TFT is located at a middle position; a spacer layer 200 is provided between the gate test line 300'TFT and the polysilicon test line 102'TFT, and a spacer layer, for example a gate insulation layer, is provided between the gate test line 300'TFT and the source-drain metal test lines 500'TFT. In this way, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 19, two thin-film transistors having channels of different sizes are formed. It should be noted that, the test line 102'TFT, the gate test line 300'TFT and the test lines 500'TFT mentioned herein are actually the same as those in other layers, and different reference numerals are used for merely distinguish the test lines located at different positions of the same layer. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, for example, the test line 102'TFT, the gate test line 300'TFT and the test lines 500'TFT have different widths so as to form at least two or more thin-film transistors having channels of different sizes. In other embodiments of the present disclosure, a plurality of thin-film transistors may be formed, and channels of these thin-film transistors are different in size from one another, which may be set by those skilled in the art under the teachings from embodiments of the present disclosure. By measuring the thin-film transistors of different sizes, characteristics of the transistor devices within the display region, for example, related parameters of the thin-film transistors, including length of channel, response speed of carriers, threshold characteristic, carrier mobility ratio and the like, can be determined. Also, thickness, insulation performance and the like of the spacer layer can be determined using characteristics of the transistor.

[0027] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the test lines and the test blocks located in different layers can be connected through via-holes (not shown), and, the test lines and the test blocks in the same layer can be connected directly. In another embodiment of the present disclosure, at least one of the two test blocks forming the capacitor is electrically connected to at least one of the test lines being in the same layer therewith, and the at least one of the test lines electrically connected to the at least one of the two test blocks forming the capacitor can be further electrically connected to at least one test blocks not forming the capacitor. Diameters of the plurality of via-holes can be different from one another, so as to fit widths of the test lines having different sizes, meanwhile, to determine whether or not the process of forming via-holes having different sizes reach predefined parameters.

[0028] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, electrodes of the capacitor comprise any two of the gate metal test block 300, the source-drain metal test block 500 and the pixel electrode metal test block 700 located in different layers, and a dielectric layer of the capacitor comprises one of the gate insulation layer and the interlayer insulation layer. Parameter measurement to the capacitor may further provide dielectric performance infor-
In another embodiment of the present disclosure, there is provided an array substrate comprising the test element unit. The array substrate has a display region and a non-display region, at least one test element unit is disposed within the non-display region, and a plurality of data lines, a plurality of gate lines, a plurality of thin-film transistors, a plurality of pixel electrodes are disposed within the display region. The test element unit is one according to embodiments of the present disclosure as described herein.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the thin-film transistor may be a top gate type thin-film transistor.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the test element unit comprises three layers of test patterns, including a lower layer of test patterns made of a semiconductor material and provided in the same layer as the data lines of the array substrate, and an upper layer of test patterns made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the pixel electrodes of the array substrate. In another embodiment, the test element unit comprises two layers of test patterns, including a lower layer of test patterns is made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the data lines of the array substrate, and an upper layer of test patterns made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the gate lines of the array substrate. In yet another embodiment, the test element unit comprises three layers of test patterns, including a lower layer of test patterns made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the data lines of the array substrate, and an upper layer of test patterns made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the pixel electrodes of the array substrate. In an embodiment, the test element unit comprises three layers of test patterns, including a lower layer of test patterns made of a semiconductor material, for example, a polysilicon material, and provided in the same layer as an active layer of the array substrate, an intermediate layer of test patterns made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the data lines of the array substrate, and an upper layer of test patterns made of a transparent electrode material and provided in the same layer as the pixel electrodes of the array substrate. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the test element unit comprises a plurality of layers of test patterns comprising: a lower first layer of test patterns made of a semiconductor material, for example a polysilicon material, and provided in the same layer as an active layer of the array substrate, an intermediate layer of test patterns made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the data lines of the array substrate, and an upper third layer of test patterns made of a transparent electrode material and provided in the same layer as the pixel electrodes of the array substrate; further, a spacer layer, for example an interlayer insulation layer, a gate insulation layer and the like, provided between the layers of test patterns.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, different layers of test patterns are connected through via-holes.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, there is provided a display panel comprising the above-mentioned array substrate.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, there is provided a display apparatus comprising the above-mentioned display panel.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, there is provided a method of manufacturing an array substrate comprising a display region and a non-display region, and the method comprises: forming a plurality of layers of display patterns within the display region, while forming at least two abovementioned layers of test patterns within the non-display region; and, measuring at least one of a size of the test pattern and a spacing between the test patterns, a capacitance of the capacitor, and a length of a channel of a transistor formed of a test line formed of a metal layer and a spacer layer of the test patterns. In an embodiment, the method may further comprise: determining whether or not parameters within the display region meet requirements, by referring to a result of measurement of the test patterns; and, continuing to implement a subsequent process of manufacturing the array substrate, for example, a subsequent film manufacturing process, when the parameters meet the requirements; or, entering a next stage, for example, an assembling process and the like, when all the results of measurement meet requirements. In addition, parameters which do not meet the requirements can be adjusted, so as to achieve parameters which meet the requirements after adjustment. In this way, in a reproduce process, or in a subsequent process of manufacturing the array substrate, the adjusted parameters may be used to form the display patterns within the display region.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, different layers of display patterns within the display region are connected with one another through via-holes passing through a spacer layer between two layers of display patterns, and the method comprises: forming a lower layer of display patterns within the display region, while forming a lower layer of test patterns within the non-display region; measuring parameters, including size and spacing, of the test patterns and determining whether or not the parameters meet requirements; if not, adjusting the parameters; if yes, forming a spacer layer including a gate insulation layer or an interlayer insulation layer, on the lower layer; forming via-holes, which pass through the spacer layer, within both the display region and the non-display region, the via-holes within the non-display region being located above the test lines; and, determining whether or not positions of the via-holes meet requirements; adjusting positions of the via-holes if the positions of the via-holes are located away from desired positions; and, repeating the above steps, for forming subsequent layers.
Each layer of test pattern may comprise at least one test block, and a capacitor is formed between a test block in a lower layer and a test block in an upper layer. For example, referring to Fig. 18, a capacitor is formed at an overlapping portion between an active layer 102 and a source-drain metal test block 500 in an upper layer. The method according to embodiment of the present disclosure may further comprise: measuring a capacitance of the capacitor, and determining whether or not the capacitance meet a desired requirement. With the method according to embodiments of the present disclosure, each layer of test pattern comprises a plurality of test lines, and the test lines may have different widths and are separated from one another, and the test lines located in different layers may be made of different materials. The method according to embodiments of the present disclosure may further comprise measuring parameters of the thin-film transistors having channels of different lengths, formed of the test lines located in different layers.

In the method according to embodiment of the present disclosure, the lower layer of display patterns comprises an active layer while the upper layer of display patterns comprises data line, a source electrode and a drain electrode; and/or, the lower layer of display patterns comprises a data line, a source electrode and a drain electrode while the upper layer of display patterns comprises a gate line; and/or the lower layer of display patterns comprises a data line, a source electrode and a drain electrode while the upper layer of display patterns comprises a pixel electrode.

In the embodiments of the present disclosure, size of the test line itself can be used to determine whether or not related process of a line component meet predefined requirements. Meanwhile, metal test lines of the test lines can be used to connect test blocks in different layers, so as to determine whether or not electrical connections between different layers, and the capacitors and the thin-film transistor formed by test blocks located in different layers meet predefined requirements. As a result, according to the embodiments of the present disclosure, no test line dedicated to determine width of the line and the like is required, and, the test lines for formation of capacitor can be used to determine whether or not the test lines are integral, whether or not sizes of the test lines meet predefined requirement, thereby reducing quantity of the test lines. According to the embodiments of the present disclosure, a test element unit used for monitoring can be respectively provided in an active layer, a gate layer, a space layer, a source-drain metal layer and a pixel electrode layer, so as to real-time monitor sizes of respective layers of test lines, capacitances, and characteristics of the thin-film transistors having longer and shorter channels. According to the embodiments of the present disclosure, monitoring operations on overlapping of different layers, parameters of various different processes including patterning process, photolithography alignment process and the like, capacitances, the thin-film transistors having longer and shorter channels, can be combined together, which reduces complexity and thus saves costs.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a method of forming a test element unit may specifically include the followings.

1) a substrate 100, which is made of transparent material such as glass is provided, and a cleaning process is implemented on the substrate 100. A buffer layer 101 and an amorphous silicon thin film 102-1 are sequentially formed on the substrate by using a plasma enhanced chemical vapor phase epitaxial method. The buffer layer 101 may be a single layer or a composite layer formed of silicon oxide or silicon nitride, preferably, the silicon oxide has a thickness of 50–100 nm, the silicon nitride has a thickness of 100–300 nm and the amorphous silicon thin film has a thickness of 40–50 nm, as shown in Fig. 1. Then, the substrate is transported to a high temperature furnace for processing, in order to achieve dehydrogenation (namely, to reduce the content of hydrogen in the amorphous silicon thin film), so as to control the content of hydrogen to be equal to or less than 2%.

2) Then, the substrate is annealed, for example, using excimer laser annealing, to convert the amorphous silicon thin film into a polysiliconactive layer 102-2, and then a photoresist layer is formed on the active layer 102-2, and, the photoresist layer is processed by processes including lithography, exposure, development and the like, to form a photoresist pattern 103 corresponding to an pattern of active layer, as shown in Fig. 2.

3) The active layer is etched to remove a portion of the active layer not being covered with the pattern 103, and then the photoresist is stripped, using a stripping apparatus, to form a pattern of the active layer 102, as shown in Fig. 3. The pattern of the active layer 102 may comprise a plurality of polysilicon test lines which have different predefined widths and are separated from one another.

4) A gate insulation layer 200 is deposited using, again, a plasma enhanced chemical vapor phase epitaxial method, as shown in Fig. 4.

5) Then, a gate metal layer 300 is deposited using for example a sputtering process, as shown in Fig. 5. After that, a photoresist layer is formed on the gate metal layer 300, and a gate photoresist pattern 301 is formed by performing lithography processes including exposure and development on the photoresist layer; then the gate metal layer is etched, and finally, the photoresist is stripped, using a stripping apparatus, to form a pattern of the gate, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The pattern formed of the gate metal layer 300 may comprise a plurality of gate metal test lines and a plurality of gate metal test blocks. In an example, the gate metal test lines may have different predefined widths and are separated from...
one another, and, the gate metal test blocks are different in sizes and are separated from one another. 6) Then, a dielectric layer, for example, an interlayer dielectric layer 400, is deposited using, again, a plasma enhanced chemical vapor phase epitaxial method. After deposition of the interlayer dielectric layer, a photoresist layer is formed on the dielectric layer 400, and a dielectric layer photoresist pattern 401 is formed by performing lithography processes including exposure and development on the photoresist layer, and the dielectric layer is etched so that a portion of the dielectric layer not being covered with the pattern 401 is removed, and finally, the photoresist is stripped, using a stripping apparatus, to form a resultant pattern of the dielectric layer, as shown in Figs. 8-10.

7) Then, a source-drain metal layer 500 is deposited using for example a sputtering process, as shown in Fig. 11. After that, a photoresist layer is formed on the metal layer 500, and a source-drain photoresist pattern 501 is formed by performing lithography processes including exposure and development on the photoresist layer, as shown in Fig. 12.

8) The source-drain metal layer is etched such that a portion of the source-drain metal layer not being covered with the pattern 501 is removed, and finally, the photoresist is stripped, using a stripping apparatus, to form a resultant pattern of the source-drain metal layer, as shown in Fig. 13. The pattern formed of the source-drain metal layer 500 may comprise a plurality of source-drain metal test lines 500’ and a plurality of source-drain metal test blocks 500. In an example, the source-drain metal test lines 500’ may have different predefined widths and are separated from one another, and, the source-drain metal test blocks 500 are different in sizes and are separated from one another.

9) Then, a planarization layer 600-1 is deposited. A mask 601 (as shown in Fig. 15a) is formed after deposition of the planarization layer 600-1. The planarization layer 600-1 is performed using processes including etching, exposure, and development and the like, to form a planarization layer pattern 600, as shown in Figs. 14-15.

10) Then, a pixel electrode layer 700 is deposited using for example a sputtering process, as shown in Fig. 16. After that, a photoresist layer is formed on the pixel electrode layer 700, and a pixel photoresist pattern 701 is formed by performing lithography processes including exposure and development on the photoresist layer, as shown in Fig. 17.

11) The pixel electrode layer is etched, and finally, the photoresist is stripped, using a stripping apparatus, to form a resultant pattern of the pixel electrode, as shown in Fig. 18. The pattern formed of the pixel electrode layer 700 may comprise a plurality of pixel electrode metal test lines 700’ and a plurality of pixel electrode metal test blocks 700. In an example, the pixel electrode metal test lines 700’ may have different predefined widths and are separated from one another, and, the pixel electrode metal test blocks 700 are different in sizes and are separated from one another.

[0041] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the method of forming the test element unit may further comprise forming via-holes, which pass through the spacer layer to connect the metal lines in different layers so as to form electrical connection.

[0042] Herein, to observe whether or not the test lines or the test blocks are properly formed means that, to determine whether or not the test lines and the test blocks of the test patterns have predefined widths and whether or not a spacing between any two adjacent ones of the test lines or the test blocks, or, a spacing between the test line and the test block have predefined widths. Herein, CCD camera may be used to capture pictures of the test patterns, and the pictures captured by the CCD camera are analyzed so as to determine whether or not the widths and spacings of the test patterns meet predefined parameters.

[0043] In addition, when a test pattern and a display pattern provided in the same layer as the test pattern are formed of a metal material, it also is required to determine whether or not there is a short circuit between lines of the display patterns. At this moment, in order to determine whether or not the test pattern is properly formed, it is required to determine whether or not there is a short circuit between any two of the test lines and the test blocks of the same test pattern. Specifically, to determine whether or not there is a short circuit between any two of the test lines and the test blocks can be achieved by measuring a resistance between the any two of the test lines and the test blocks, and correspondingly, whether or not there is a short circuit between blocks, which have the same width as the measured test line and have the same size as the measured test block, in a display pattern within the display region, can be determined.

[0044] Capacitance value between the test blocks in different layers can be measured to determine whether or not the capacitance between test blocks in patterns of different layers formed within the display region meet predetermined requirements, thereby sizes of the test blocks located in different layers, spacings between the test blocks located in different layers, whether or not there is proper test line and via-hole connecting the test blocks, and the like, can be determined.

[0045] To observe whether or not the via-holes are properly formed includes to determine whether or not all the via-holes have been formed, and to determine whether or not diameters of all the via-holes have reached the predefined value.

[0046] A spacing between a side rim of a test block or test frame in an upper layer of test pattern and a side rim of a test block in a lower layer of test pattern is observed. If the spacing meets a predefined value, it indicates that
the photolithography alignment process meets requirements, and, otherwise, it indicates that the photolithography alignment process does not meet the requirements and process parameters need to be adjusted.

[0047] Degree of overlapping between a source-drain metal layer 500 and a pixel electrode metal test block 700 can be measured by measuring a spacing between the source-drain metal test block 500 formed of a source-drain metal layer and the pixel electrode metal test block 70. Levels of lithography and etching processes on the source-drain metal layer may be detected at the same time by measuring widths of lines in the source-drain metal layer.

[0048] In this embodiment, after forming patterns in each of the metal layers, whether or not parameters of the processes meet requirements can be determined by measuring metal patterns within the test region. For example, by measuring sizes of these test blocks formed of the polysilicon layer 102, the gate metal layer 300, the source-drain metal layer 500 and the gate metal test line 300', the dielectric layer test line 400', the source-drain metal test line 500' and the pixel electrode test line 700' and spacings between these test lines, it can be determined whether or not sizes of corresponding line elements formed in respective layers within the display region and spacings between these line elements meet predefined requirements. By measuring sizes of the polysilicon test block 102, the gate metal test block 300, the dielectric layer test line 400', the source-drain metal test block 500 and the pixel electrode test block 700, it can be determined whether or not sizes of corresponding block elements formed in respective layers within the display region meet predefined requirements. By measuring a degree of overlapping between the polysilicon test block 102 and the gate metal layer test block 300, a degree of overlapping between the gate metal layer test block 300 and dielectric layer test line 400', a degree of overlapping between the gate metal layer test block 300 and the source-drain metal test block 500, and a degree of overlapping between the source-drain metal test block 500 and the pixel electrode layer test block 700, it can be determined whether or not degrees of overlapping between corresponding block elements in respective layers within the display region meet predefined requirements. As a result, levels of lithography and etching processes on these layers can be determined.

[0049] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, an interlayer capacitance value of a capacitor formed between test blocks in different layers can be measured, to determine whether or not parameters of related devices formed within the display region meet requirements for devices. For example, as shown in Figs. 18 and 20, an interlayer capacitance value of a capacitor formed between the test block 102 in the active layer (in Fig. 20, the active layer test block 102 in a lower layer is shielded by the gate metal test block 300 in an upper layer and thus is not shown) and the gate metal test block 300 can be measured by applying test signals to the test block 300-1 and the test block 500-2. Here, the active layer test block 102 in the lower layer can be connected to a test line 102' provided in the same layer therewith, and further, the test line 102' can be connected to a test block 500-2 (which is not used as any one of electrodes of a capacitor) provided in a different layer, through a via-hole. It is easy to apply a test signal to the test block, for example, 500-2, compared to applying a test signal to the test block, for example, 102', so that efficiency and yield of detection can be improved. Interlayer capacitance value of a capacitor (which is formed by the gate metal layer 300 in a lower layer, the intermediate spacer layer or interior dielectric layer 400) and the source-drain metal layer 500 in an upper layer) formed between the gate metal test block 300 and the source-drain metal test block 500 can be measured by applying test signals to the test block 300-1 and the test block 500-3. Interlayer capacitance value of a capacitor (which is formed by the source-drain metal layer 500, the intermediate planarization layer 600 and the pixel electrode layer 700 in an upper layer) formed between the source-drain metal test block 500 and the pixel electrode test block 700 can be measured by applying test signals to the test block 500-3 and the test block 500-4. For example, the test line 102' is connected to the test block 500-2 through via-hole (not shown) between two layers, and the test line 700' is connected to the test block 500-4 through via-hole (not shown) between two layers.

[0050] In embodiments of the present disclosure, the test lines may form thin-film transistors having channels of different sizes. By measuring parameters of the thin-film transistors having channels of different sizes, it can be determined whether or not parameters of corresponding thin-film transistors formed within the display region meet predetermined requirements. For example, referring to Fig. 20, two thin-film transistors are illustrated in a lower part of Fig. 20, where the thin-film transistor shown on left side of this Figure has a shorter channel and the thin-film transistor shown on right side of this Figure has a longer channel. The two thin-film transistors are formed of a polysilicon test line 102'TFT, a gate metal test line 300'TFT and a source-drain metal test line 500'TFT. Sizes of the test lines of the thin-film transistor shown on the left side are smaller than those of the test lines of the thin-film transistor shown on the right side and thus the thin-film transistor shown on the left side has a channel with a smaller size. In addition, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 20, a drain electrode of the thin-film transistor having the shorter channel and a drain electrode of the thin-
and the thin-film transistors at the same time with smaller characteristics of the line elements, the block elements

Fig. 20. Such design is advantageous for measuring test block, namely, share the test block 500-4 shown in
thin-film transistor having the longer channel share one test block, namely, share the test block 500-4 shown in Fig. 20. In Fig. 20, a drain electrode of the thin-film transistor having the shorter channel and a drain electrode of the thin-film transistor having the longer channel share one test block, namely, share the test block 500-4 shown in Fig. 20. Exemplarily, characteristics of the thin-film transistor having the shorter channel on left side of Fig. 20 are measured by applying test signals to the test blocks 100-1, 200-2 and 500-4, and, characteristics of the thin-film transistor having the longer channel on right side of Fig. 20 are measured by applying test signals onto the test blocks 500-3, 500-2 and 500-4.

[0052] It should be noted that, in the above description of the present disclosure, some layers and test blocks formed of these layers are denoted using the same reference numbers, which indicates that a layer and a corresponding test block are formed of the same material in the same layer, during the same process, but they are located in the display region and the non-display region, respectively.

[0053] Although the present disclosure have been shown and described in details by referring to the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art that various changes in forms and details may be made in these embodiments without departing from the principles and spirit of the present invention, the scope of which is defined in the claims.

Claims

1. A test element unit, comprising a plurality of layers of test patterns, each layer of test patterns comprising at least one test block, at least one capacitor being formed between test blocks located in different layers, two electrodes of each capacitor being two test blocks located in different layers respectively.

2. The test element unit of claim 1, wherein, each layer of test patterns further comprises a plurality of test lines, and, at least one of the two test blocks forming the capacitor is electrically connected to at least one of the test lines located in the same layer therewith.

3. The test element unit of claim 2, wherein, the at least one of the test lines electrically connected to the at least one of the two test blocks forming the capacitor is further electrically connected to at least one test block which does not form the capacitor.

4. The test element unit of claim 1, wherein, the plurality of test blocks comprise a gate metal test block formed of a metal layer used for formation of a gate, a source-drain metal test block formed of a metal layer used for formation of a source electrode and a drain electrode, and a pixel electrode test block formed of a pixel electrode layer used for formation of a pixel electrode, and the gate metal test block, the source-drain metal test block and the pixel electrode test block are located in different layers.

5. The test element unit of claim 2, wherein, the plurality of test lines comprises a polysilicon test line, a gate metal test line formed of a metal layer used for formation of a gate, a source-drain metal test line formed of a metal layer used for formation of a source electrode and a drain electrode, and a pixel electrode test line formed of a pixel electrode layer used for formation of a pixel electrode.

6. The test element unit of claim 1, wherein, the plurality of test lines comprised of a pixel electrode layer used for formation of a pixel electrode, at least one capacitor, at least one test line, and at least one of the two test blocks forming the capacitor being provided between different layers of test patterns, and the capacitor is electrically connected to at least one of the test lines electrically connected to the at least one capacitor.

7. The test element unit of claim 5, wherein, two groups of test lines consisted of the polysilicon test line, the gate metal test line and the source-drain metal test line form a thin-film transistor having a first channel and a thin-film transistor having a second channel, and sizes of portions, which are configured for formation of the thin-film transistor, of the polysilicon test line, the gate metal test line and the source-drain metal test line in one of the two groups of test lines are different from sizes of corresponding portions, which are configured for formation of the thin-film transistor, of the polysilicon test line, the gate metal test line and the source-drain metal test line in the other of the two groups of test lines, so that a size of the first channel is different from a size of the second channel.

8. The test element unit of claim 7, wherein, the thin-film transistor having the first channel and the thin-film transistor having the second channel are configured such that, a drain electrode of the thin-film transistor having the first channel and a drain electrode of the thin-film transistor having the second channel share one test block serving as a contact electrode, and a source electrode of the thin-film transistor having the first channel and a source electrode of the thin-fnew element.
in-film transistor having the second channel share one test block serving as a contact electrode.

9. The test element unit of claim 4, wherein, the electrodes of the capacitor comprise any two of the gate metal test block, the source-drain metal test block and the pixel electrode metal test block located in different layers, and the capacitor comprises a dielectric layer which is one of the gate insulation layer and the interlayer insulation layer.

10. The test element unit of claim 1, wherein, the each layer of test patterns further comprises a test frame, wherein a projection of a test frame in an upper layer onto a lower layer is located outside a test block in the lower layer, and, an edge of the projection of the test frame in the upper layer onto the lower layer is separated from an edge of the test block in the lower layer.

11. An array substrate having a display region and a non-display region, wherein the array substrate comprises:

   at least one said test element unit of any one of claims 1-10 disposed within the non-display region, and
   a plurality of data lines, a plurality of gate lines, a plurality of thin film transistors, a plurality of pixel electrodes disposed within the display region.

12. The array substrate of claim 11, wherein, the thin-film transistor comprises a top gate type thin-film transistor.

13. The array substrate of claim 11, wherein, at least one test element unit comprises two layers of test patterns, which include a lower layer of test patterns made of a semiconductor material and provided in the same layer as an active layer of the array substrate, and an upper layer of test patterns made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the data lines of the array substrate; and/or

14. The array substrate of claim 11, wherein, at least one test element unit comprises a plurality of layers of test patterns comprising: a lower layer of test patterns made of a semiconductor material and provided in the same layer as an active layer of the array substrate, an intermediate layer of test patterns made of a metal material and provided in the same layer as the data lines of the array substrate, and an upper layer of test patterns made of a transparent electrode material and provided in the same layer as the pixel electrodes of the array substrate.

15. A display panel comprising the array substrate of any one of claims 11-14.

16. A display apparatus comprising the display panel of claim 15.

17. A method of manufacturing an array substrate comprising a display region and a non-display region, the method comprising:

   forming a plurality of layers of display patterns within the display region, while forming the test element unit of any one of claims 1-10 within the non-display region; and,
   measuring at least one of a size of the test pattern and a spacing between the test patterns, a capacitance of the capacitor, and a length of a channel of a transistor formed of a test line formed of a metal layer and a spacer layer of the test patterns.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising:

   determining whether or not parameters of a display pattern within the display region meet requirements, based on a result of measurement of the test patterns; and,
   continuing to implement a subsequent process of manufacturing the array substrate when the parameters meet the requirements.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein, different layers of display patterns within the display region are connected with one another through via-holes passing through a spacer layer between two layers of display patterns, and the method comprises:

   forming a lower layer of display patterns within the display region, while forming a lower layer of test patterns within the non-display region; measuring parameters of the test patterns and determining whether or not the parameters meet requirements;
   if the parameters meet requirements, forming a spacer layer including a gate insulation layer or an interlayer insulation layer, on the lower layer;
forming via-holes, which pass through the spacer layer, within both the display region and the non-display region, the via-holes within the non-display region being located above the test lines; and
determining whether or not positions of the via-holes meet requirements.

20. The method of any one of claims 17-19, wherein, each layer of test patterns comprises at least one test block, and a capacitor is formed between a test block in a lower layer and a test block in an upper layer, and the method comprises: measuring a capacitance of the capacitor so as to determine whether or not the capacitance meets a desired requirement.

21. The method of any one of claims 17-19, wherein, each layer of test patterns comprises a plurality of test lines, and the test lines located in different layers form thin-film transistors having channels with different lengths, and the method comprises: measuring parameters of the different thin-film transistors.
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